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Outline

•Heavy ion accelerators as tools for materials
modification

•Track etching technique

•Track-etch membranes

•Non-membrane applications of ion track technology
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Heavy ion beams for applied
research and industrial use

Requirements:

•The highest achievable current output

•Complex target engineering

•Stability of ion current in time

•Homogeneous ion beam density over the irradiated area

•Controlled impact angle

•Parallel ion beam

•Possibility to bombard with a preset number of ions (e.g. with single
ions)

•Controlled atmosphere and temperature
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Heavy ion accelerators used for
applied research (examples)

The Tandem Van de Graaff accelerators
at Brookheaven National Laboratory –
Brookhaven, USA

•More than 50 ion species from 29 MeV
protons to 385 MeV uranium.

•Radiation effects testing (single event
upsets)  and calibration

•Modification of materials

•Irradiation of polymer films for
membrane production
•www.bnl.gov/bnlweb/facilities/TVdG.html
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Heavy ion accelerators used for
applied research (examples)

GANIL (Grand Accelerateur National d’Ions
Lours) – Caen, France

•Low-, medium- and high-energy lines
delivering wide variety of ion species of
different energies

•Radiation effects testing (single event
upsets)  and calibration

•Modification of materials

•Irradiation of polymer films for membrane
production
•www.ganil.fr/research/interdisciplinarity/industry/applications.html
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Heavy ion accelerators used for
applied research (examples)

CYCLONE (CYClotron of Louvain la
Neuve) – Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

•accelerating protons up to 80 MeV,
alpha particles up to 110 MeV and
heavier ions up to an energy of 110 Q2/M
MeV

•Electronic device characterization

•Ion track technology (nanomaterials,
sensors,…)

•Irradiation of polymer films for
membrane production
•http://www.cyc.ucl.ac.be/
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Heavy ion accelerators used for
applied research (examples)

ISL (IonenStrahlLabor at the Hahn-
Meitner Institute) – Berlin, Germany

•Various ion species with energies of up
to several MeV/u, incl. dual beams

•Radiation effects testing (single event
upsets)

•Modification of materials

•Irradiation of polymer films for
membrane production

•http://www.hmi.de/isl/irr/irr-i.html
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Heavy ion accelerators used for
applied research (examples)

UNILAC (UNIversal Linear Accelerator)
at GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

•Various ion species with energies of up
to 11 MeV/u

•Radiation effects testing (single event
upsets)

•Many aspects of micro- and
nanostructuring using ion track technique

•http://www.gsi.de/portrait/bescleunigeranlage.html
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Heavy ion accelerators used for
applied research (examples)

TIARA accelerator facility (Takasaki,
Japan) - the world's first installation
dedicated to research on materials
science and biotechnology. It consists of
an AVF cyclotron, a 3-MV tandem
accelerator, a 3-MV single-ended
accelerator, and a 400-kV ion implanter

•developing materials like space-oriented
semiconductors and fusion-reactor
materials, production of radioisotopes,
and biotechnology exemplified by ion
beam breading of plants.

•http://www.jaeri.go.jp/english/ff/news42/faci.html
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FLEROVLAB ACCELERATORS

U400M - 4m heavy ion cyclotron E = 6 ÷ 100 MeV/n
U400 - 4m heavy ion cyclotron E = 0.5 ÷ 20  MeV/n
U200 - 2m heavy ion cyclotron E = 3 ÷ 15  MeV/n
IC-100 - 1m heavy ion cyclotron E ≈ 1.2; 0.5  MeV/n
Microtron MT-25 - electron accelerator E = 25 MeV
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Cyclotron U400Cyclotron U400

Albena-2005

Magnet pole dia: 4 m

Weight: 2000 tons

Electricity consumption: ~ 1 MW



Ion E, MeV/n I,  ECR I, extracted I, extracted
7Li1+ 16.6 100µA 30µA 6*1013 pps
6Li1+ 12.6 100µA 30µA 6*1013 pps
11B2+ 17.8 90µA 33µA 4*1013 pps
12C2+ 16.6 100µA 35µA 4*1013 pps
13C2+ 14.4 100µA 35µA 3*1013 pps
14N2+ 9.4 100µA 35µA 3*1013 pps
14N3+ 20.3 100µA 35µA 3*1013 pps
18O3+ 19.3 100µA 35µA 2.5*1013 pps

20Ne4+ 20.9 100µA 35µA 2*1013 pps
22Ne4+ 17.8 100µA 35µA 2*1013 pps
36S6+ 15 60µA 25µA 9*1012 pps

40Ar8+ 19.9 100µA 35µA 1*1013 pps
48Ca5+ 5.3 60µA 22µA 7*1012 pps
48Ca9+ 19 30µA 10µA 3*1012 pps
86Kr9+ 5.1 60µA 10µA 2*1012 pps

136Xe14+ 4.4 5µA 0.2µA 3*1010 pps

U400 Beam parameters (DC-625)U400 Beam parameters (DC-625)
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Ion beam transport line for applied research at U-400 cyclotron

 This heavy ion irradiation facility is suitable
  for irradiating large area (10x60 cm) polymer films as well

as small metal, semiconductor and ceramic samples

  A homogeneous ion beam distribution has been achieved using horizontal and vertical 
    high-frequency electrostatic or low-frequency electromagnetic scanning systems. 
    Ion beam homogeneity is better than 5%.
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Heavy ion accelerators used for
applied research

Mostly, practical applications request only part of the beam time of large
accelerators at research centers, and are, in fact, a side-line activity

•Expensive beam time
•Short-term planning is impossible
•Limited flexibility

Need for dedicated accelerators
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Dedicated accelerator: implanting
cyclotron IC-100

Magnet pole diameter: 1.05m

Weight: 50 tons

Electricity consumption: ~ 150 kW
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Upgrading the IC-100 cyclotron
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Upgrading the IC-100 cyclotron



Axial Injection SystemAxial Injection System
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Upgrading the IC-100 cyclotron



Irradiation ChamberIrradiation Chamber
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Upgrading the IC-100 cyclotron



PLANNED PARAMETERS of HEAVY ION
BEAMS EXTRACTED from IC-100

Type of ionsType of ions EnergyEnergy
[[MeVMeV/nucleon]/nucleon] Intensity [Intensity [ppspps]]

ArAr7+7+ 1.21.2

KrKr15+15+ 1.21.2

XeXe23+23+ 1.21.2

7 . 1012

3 . 1012

2 . 1012
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The basis for technological applications:
formation of ion tracks in insulators

Essential:

Ion tracks in insulators can
be developed chemically,
i.e. etched out using an
appropriate reagent
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Evolution of an ion track pore in the process
of the chemical etching
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etchant

etchant



Various shapes of pore channels in track
membranes
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10 µm 10 µm

1 µm

Track-etched membranes are
true size microporous
membranes to produce
precision membrane filters
with a closely-controlled pore
size distributionApel P.Yu., Blonskaya I.V.,

Orelovitch O.L., Root D.,
Vutsadakis V., Dmitriev S.N. Nucl.
Instrum. Meth., 2003, B209, 329



310 nm

40-90 CO

NaOH
CH COOH3 H O 2

ETCHING

SENSITIZATION

TRACK MEMBRANE PRODUCTION
PROCESS

TRACK MEMBRANE PRODUCTION
PROCESS
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Xe



TRACK MEMBRANE PRODUCTIONTRACK MEMBRANE PRODUCTION
1st stage: treatment with ion beam1st stage: treatment with ion beam
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22ndnd stage: sensitization with ultraviolet light stage: sensitization with ultraviolet light

Set-up for UV exposure of ion-irradiated polymer foils

TRACK MEMBRANE PRODUCTIONTRACK MEMBRANE PRODUCTION
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3rd stage: chemical etching

Set-up for chemical treatment of ion-irradiated polymer foils

TRACK MEMBRANE PRODUCTIONTRACK MEMBRANE PRODUCTION
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Irradiations of polymers with heavy ions
 in Dubna

Irradiations of polymers with heavy ions
 in Dubna
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Track membranes
for laboratory
filtration

Templates for
making metal
textured surfaces

Protective signs
and other special
products

Kr (100-250 MeV)

Surface
modification of
polymer foils

Track
membranes for
plasmapheresis

Track
membranes for
water filtration



Cell culture

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF TRACK-ETCH
MEMBRANES

Process filtration
(water, pharmaceuticals, beverages, etc)

Laboratory filtration
(analytical works)
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SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS OF TRACK-ETCH
MEMBRANES

One-pore Many-poreOligo-pore

Measurements of size and mobility of small
particles

Deformability of red blood cells

Phenomena in superfluid helium

Hindered diffusion of large and small
molecules in capillary pores

Fabrication of nanowires and nanotubes

Biochemical sensors

Magnetic sensors

Modeling of biological channels

Stimulus-responsive membranes

Measurements of size and mobility of small
particles

Deformability of red blood cells

Hindered diffusion of large and small
molecules in capillary pores

Fabrication of nanowires and nanotubes

Biochemical sensors

Magnetic sensors

Gas inlet systems

Attenuation of high energy particle flux

Deformability of red blood cells
Phenomena in superconductivity
Test theory of reverse osmosis
Test model of phonon scattering
Filtration of electromagnetic waves
Hindered diffusion of large and small molecules in
capillary pores
Electron and ion field emitters
Fabrication of nanowires and nanotubes
Electrochemically switchable membranes
Biochemical sensors
Magnetic sensors
Production of vesicles
Controlled release of particles (liposomes)
Gas inlet systems
Attenuation of high energy particle flux
Modeling of biological channels
Stimulus-responsive membranes
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voltage
control

suspension
of particles

ion track membrane

clean
medium

Counting and Sizing of Particles
Resistive Pulse Technique

polystyrene sphere 90 nm

T virus 100 nm

timere
si

st
an

ce

improvement?R. W. DeBlois and C. P. Bean (1970)
Sci. Instr. 41(1970)909—916
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DNA

Prospects of Transit Channel Sensors

1:1:1000?1000?

Roggenkamp, H.G., H. Kiesewetter, R. Spohr, U. Dauer,
L.C. Busch; Biomedizinische Technik,  26, 167 - 169,

(1981).

red blood cell

pore ~4 µm
red cell ~8 µm

19811981 ????????

deformability Sequencing of
DNA

is it
possible?
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X-Ray and extreme UV filters for solar
astronomy

Two images of the Sun at wavelengths of
30.4 and 17.5 nm recorded 03.01.2002 with

the SPIRIT telescope installed in the
CORONAS-F satellite

(courtesy of A.V.Mitrofanov, Lebedev Physical
Institute of RAS)

Track membrane filter as a component of
X-ray telescope:

Albena-2005



MODIFIED SURFACESMODIFIED SURFACES – –
•Metal/polymer composites
•Significant increase in the peel strength
•Improved heat resistance
•Flexible printed curcuit boards

Micro and nano structures obtained using ion track
etching, metal coating and replication methods

Albena-2005

M.Danziger, W.Votius. In: Proc. 2nd Intern. Symp. On
Polyimides and Other High Temperature polymers. Newark,
2003, Vol. 2, p. 1.
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ALUMINUM FRACTAL STRUCTURESALUMINUM FRACTAL STRUCTURES on on
POROUS SUPPORT -POROUS SUPPORT -
•Anode foils for miniaturized
capacitors

Micro and nano structures obtained using ion track
etching, metal coating and replication methods
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(Courtesy of T.Moch, FRACTAL AG)



METALLICMETALLIC  NEEDLESNEEDLES
•Field emitters
•Plasma screens

Micro and nano structures obtained using ion track
etching, metal coating and replication methods
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ARRAYS OF NANOARRAYS OF NANO OR MICRO  OR MICRO WIRESWIRES – –
•Catalysts
•High-performanance heat exchangers
•Absorbers for microwaves
•Components of electronics

Micro and nano structures obtained using ion track
etching, metal coating and replication methods
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10 µm

Akapiev G.N., Dmitriev S.N., Erler B.,
Shirkova V.V., Schulz A., Pietsch H.  Nucl.
Instrum. Meth. B208 (2003) 133

Reutov V.F., Dmitriev S.N., Sokhatsky A.S.
Nucl. Instrum. Meth. B201 (2003) 460



 

High-resolution lattice image of Si3N4
irradiated with 710 MeV Bi ions (plan-
view specimen)

          AlN                              > 34

   SiC                             > 34

         Al2O3                            > 41

Si3N4                                            15

MgAl2O4                           8

     Material                       Se, keV/nm

Threshold ionizing radiation levels for
track formation in ceramics

S.J. Zinkle, V.A. Skuratov and D.T. Hoelzer. On the conflicting roles of ionizing radiation in ceramics. Nucl. Instr.
Meth. 2002, B 191,1-4,  758-766.

Studies of radiation hardness of materials

Simulation of fission product
impact in inert matrix fuel
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Commercialization of developed
technologies

Example of fast commercialization

•Track-etch membranes (several years between patenting and starting
industrial production)

Examples of slow commercialization

• Ion track surface modification for the production of flexible metal/polymer
composites
Idea suggested around 1980
Launching a commercial project around 2000 (FRACTAL AG)

•Metal replicas of track-etched cones as cold cathodes (field emitters)
Idea suggested in 1983
No commercial production, still R&D stage
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Put up in a place
where it's easy to see
the cryptic admonishment
T.T.T.

When you feel how depressingly
slowly you climb,
it's well to remember that

(After Piet Hein)
Things

Take
TimeBeam           !
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Thank you
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